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Don' t starve shipwrecked dealing with monkeys

Wilbur is one of the four playable characters exclusive to the shipwrecked DLC. He is one of two Shipwrecked characters that cannot be unlocked through the Experience. He is an intelligent monkey, albeit unable to speak human language, and is considered the king of monkeys. Being a monkey, Wilbur gains Sanity when eating Bananas, will automatically produce manure once
every few days and can throw manure at his enemies. He also moves slower, but starts running after continuously moving for three seconds. As their king, Prime Apes is considered permanently befriended by Wilbur and will not harass him. Wilbur has lower maximum health and sanitation than normal, but higher Hunger, which runs faster when he drives. Wilbur's gameplay
revolves around his hairy subjects, getting great benefits from their object throwing habits. Unlocking Main article: Tarnished Crown He looks kind of regal. Wilson, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. Fancy monkey. - Willow, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. Welcome, friend! Ha ha! Wolfgang, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. His dear does nothing to mask the
smell. Wendy, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. MONKEY ROYALTY ACQUIRED –WX-78, when surveyed by Soggy Monkey. Excuse me, monkey, do you need assistance? Wickerbottom, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. I made a new friend. Woodie, when I was investigating the Soggy Monkey. Well I guess there's no send you back now. Maxwell, when you
examine the Soggy Monkey. I kneel Tö nö king, even adörable önes! Wigfrid, when you examine Soggy Monkey. He's going to make a nice friend. - Webber, when he examines the Soggy Monkey. Welcome aboard, bud! Walani, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. Salutations, my good simian fellow! Warly, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. Look at this fancy monkey!
Woodlegs, when you examine the Soggy Monkey. Wickerbottom find a crown-less Wilbur. In worlds generated after Wilbur vs. The volcano update, and if not already unlocked, wilbur can be found on a raft in the sea (usually around the borders between the deep and shallow waters surrounding an island). To unlock Wilbur, you have to return his Tarnished Crown to him. The
Crown has a 10% chance of sinking at the death of any Prime Ape or the destruction of any Prime Ape Hut, granted that it does not exist already in the current world or Wilbur has not been unlocked already. Wilbur's biggest advantage is his ability to run. This ability is triggered by walking without stopping for 3 seconds, then he will start running and holding his equipped handheld
object with his tail. While running its base speed is increased to 8 (the default is 6), which is 33% faster than normal. This ability provides a significant advantage to get out of situations that would otherwise overwhelm players, and allows him to explore faster on land. Wilbur runs on all fours. Wilbur's other advantage is that Prime Apes regards him as a friend. Although the will help
him in battle battle To make them followers with Bananas, they will also avoid their typical harassment, such as rushing to pick up harvested items. In addition, because they are friendly, they will continue their helpful actions, such as picking Grass Tufts and Seedlings and throwing harvested items to him. While the same effects can be achieved over a limited period of time by
other Characters by feeding a Banana to a Prime Ape, Wilbur can enjoy the benefits without having to find Bananas or periodically feeding Prime Apes, which is especially helpful early in the game. It should be noted that the friendly Prime Apes will still pick up or harvest any food they can eat, including vegetables and fruits grown on farms built by the player, but they only do this if
they are hungry. Wilbur's ability to produce Manure every 2-5 days is also a minor advantage, providing access to Farms and simple fertilization without having to find Prime Apes, Water Beefalos or Wildbores, which can be difficult to obtain in some worlds. Wilbur can also equip a pile of manure and use it as an utsp. Each throw will remove a single manure from the stack.
Discarded Manure will travel through a parabolic route, unlike Prime Apes more direct manure throw, and will land on the target after a delay. When it hits the ground or water, it will deal with 10 injuries to all nearby Mobs. Discarded Manure is destroyed and cannot be recycled. Hitting a bird with manure will stun it, so that it is caught alive. Disadvantage Wilbur's most obvious
disadvantage is his slow first movement speed. This makes sea travel especially early games to find new islands time consuming. This also can make fighting enemies with fast attack patterns harder to combat, His other drawback is his inabilty to speak, but he is still able to signal for incoming dangers that he will release a random assortment of Oo's and Ah's it is recommended
that players look for other visual or audio cues to prepare for threats. Although Wilbur has greater speed while driving, his base speed is slower, with a penalty of -0.5 (5.5 total speed without additional modifiers, which is about 8.3% slower than normal). This puts him at a disadvantage when frequent stops are made while moving, because 3 seconds of movement pass before you
start running. While driving, his hunger drains 33% faster than a normal character. Despite this, he arrives at his destination 33% earlier than a normal character, covering the same basis for the same hunger cost. Tip Despite being made with a banana, Wilbur won't get extra sense from Banana Pops. Although Prime Apes are friendly to Wilbur, prime apes will steal and eat crops
on farms, as well as berries from Berry Bushes. Players should keep this in mind before building a base near uncontrolled Prime Ape Huts. Prime Apes only pick up food if they are hungry (as opposed to Players can mitigate this if they drop excess pliers or carry at the entrance to their base (though not as a stack, bar, they will pick up the whole stack). Prime Apes will also drop
manure off on their hut as they retreat. This can be used to make an automated manure farm with Berry Shrubs. Splumonkeys do not recognize Wilbur as their king and will not be friendly to him. Wilbur's run won't trigger when sailing, and he will move especially slower than normal when doing so because his walking speed penalty still applies. It is recommended to equip speed
boosting items such as an Elegant Hat when sailing. There is no sailing in vanilla or reign of giants worlds so Wilbur's driving speed comes as a big bonus. There are no Prime Apes found in these worlds though. Despite low damage and delayed hit mechanics, throwing manure can be useful for aggro Mobs who usually outrun the player (e.g. Koalefant), catching live Birds or to
finish immobilized Mobs. With wilbur's triggered speed, the player can easily kill a moving Butterfly. This is useful for the player because they do not have to wait for the Butterfly to stop for a moment. Trivia Despite his inability to speak, Wilbur will actually say 'Nanas! when examining a Banana. This is the only case when he speaks in any form other than his usual monkey
gibberish. Wilbur is the voice of a barrel organ (also called a monkey organ, following the popular street acts involving monkeys crank the instrument). Wilbur was introduced in the Shipwrecked update Wilbur vs. Volcano, making him the third character to be implemented. Wilbur was added to the Chinese year of the monkey. Wilbur used to be on the Unimplemented/speculated
characters page. When Wilbur is hit by Lightning, you can see that his crown has legs in it. Gallery Wilbur's icon in the map. Wilbur frozen after the death of a Blue Hound. Wilbur sleeps at the beginning of the game. Wilbur hit by Lightning. Wilbur in the poster for wilbur vs volcano update. They are so annoying and if I attack them they throw shit at me and if I don't they take my
items! What do I do? Page 2 13 comments Returning to Don't Starve's world of goth survival whimsical is like slipping into a bubble bath full of piranha. You're happy, but you're equipped for impact. The Shipwrecked DLC is currently in Early Access, so some content remains to be added and balance changes will be made based on feedback, (there's a roadmap here), but what's
available now feels like a sufficiently interesting twist on the formula to make me want to spend a lot of time in the tropical death trap that Klei Entertainment and Capybara Games have co-developed. The key change is the setting. You wake up on an island in the middle of the wreckage of a boat, and from there it's the familiar Don't Starve rush to gather resources, build tools and
harvest food before nightfall, which is deadly without the protection of fire. But while in previous iterations you could pretty much just scout for a plum spot—preferably with and lots of fresh veg is within walking and walking distance- and Turtle up on your base, in Shipwrecked you are aggressively encouraged to explore. Inevitably, sea life is not easy. Building a basic raft is easy
enough, but it is fragile and slow. Soon you will want to upgrade to a rowing boat, which can be equipped with a straw sail and even a lantern for night maneuvers. Waves vary in height, and tidsed right can be used for a speed boost, but there is a risk/reward payoff because if you take on too much water your items will get sodden, and in the end you can sink. Walani starts with a
surfboard. The monkeys can't steal that. Each procedurally generated world is an archipelago, with different biomes spread over islands that vary wildly in size. Because some items are still crucial to progress—like gold nuggets to build your first science machine, or spider silk into craft bug nets—there's almost no point in fixing roots until you've secured a decent source of the
most important materials. Which will mean you go out to sea. While sailing, you'll discover coral reefs, which can be mined and then turned into limestone, plus jellyches and seaweed to cook back into your crock pot. In about half a dozen passthroughs I've only been attacked once on water, which was by a Sea Hound that I avoided easily enough after the first ohshitshit reaction. I
suspect my relative safety so far is due to the fact that the Tiger Shark boss has not yet been implemented. When that thing strokes the water, weaponising your boat with cannons is likely to be a more pressing issue. Boats can also be equipped with trawl nets that will scoop up fish, clams, useless junk, and-if you have lucky-rare items depending on what season you're in. Climate
of fearA ever, it is the climate that is the big killer in Don't Starve. You start in the false sense of security that is Mild Season, when it is comparatively easy to find food and make shelter. It's followed by hurricane season, which is about as rough as it sounds. If you haven't bothered to build a lightning rod, your cute camp will zapped into a smoldering insurance claim within seconds
of the first storm starting. Then there's the paddock. You can pick up hailstones and use them as fillers in crockpot recipes (much like sticks), but behave that a bug currently means that the icy nuggets left on the ground will constantly bang into all the walls you've built, eventually destroying them. The developers are working on a fix. After the Hurricanes comes the Monsoon
Season. This land will get progressively more flooded, potentially water logging your vital crafting machines. (Semi-pro tip: the craft a chiminea early because the flames will stay sheltered from wind and rain.) To make matters worse—in Don't Starve, it's always worse-toxic mosquitoes start spawning in flooded areas. To be poisoned, which can also happen from snake and spider
bites, in a quick, panicky death if you have not created any anti-venom. Unfortunately, that craft anti-poison anti-poison First need to kill one of the poisonous critters, preferably before it kills you, and hope it drops a poison gland. The mechanic is a source of complaints in the community and also on the balance to-do list. Dry Season comes last and sees overheating become a
problem. Or not, if like me you've already lashed together a siesta lean-to and an ice making machine. Admittedly, none of these were very helpful when I was overwhelmed by a flock of dogs (which is still one thing) and didn't have my ghostly twin sister around to help. (I've mostly played as Wendy-The Bereaved, whose spectral siblings are good at killing mobs, but plan to try
Walani, who comes with a surfboard, soon.) As for the rest of the Dry Season, it apparently has volcanic eruptions. Good luck staving off fiery stones with a bamboo umbrella. I must admit I haven't come across this yet as my best save lasted around 50 days—a far cry from the 300+ marathon I managed to pull off in the vanilla game. Still, I'm definitely feeling the old compulsion to
keep playing. Jellyite is relatively easy to catch and useful for crafting multiple objects. Super monkey ballsDouble screening is one of the great joys of PC games, and I play a lot of my favorite games while half-watching TV shows on the second screen. But with Don't Starve I have to stick to music or, out of place, a podcast, because I can't risk taking my eyes off what's going on.
That's how deadly poisonings happen. There's actually almost an RTS vibe to it, because maximizing the efficiency of your clicks leads to the most effective resource moves. But the meta game is all about gearing up to survive next season. Once you find the right track, it's remarkable how safe shipwrecks begin to feel. Which is usually exactly when the piranha in the bath sinks
your teeth into your balls. Shipwrecked unfortunately do nothing to fix some of the structural problems Don't Starve has always suffered from. After a big run comes to one, it feels onerous to have to punch through the early hours of the busywork required to build an even half-decent homeman. Plus, the variation between a new world where important resources are originally
played nearby and one where you struggle to find something useful far too wide. Maybe the world-building algorithm can be tweaked so the original RNG doesn't have such a big impact. Or maybe it would reduce the thrill of discovery. Much of Don't Starve's significant magic lies in stumbling across something you haven't found before, then working out how to take advantage of it.
I've spent some time trying to figure out how to farm shipwrecked prime monkeys-infuriatingly cute monkeys who steal any nearby items you drop—for their meat and manure. You can distract them with a Silly Monkey Ball, but it costs a lot of things to craft. In a final act of desperation, I tried to burn the whole forest around them, but when I whispered the horror, the horror, they
came out and stole my mine Still, the weather is nice. For now. Here I rock the snakeskin regcoat and hat. The giant hammer model's own. Own.
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